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       Even though I respect many different religions, I don't really particularly
just follow one. 
~Cristian Machado

I got my first flash of titties from a Venezuelan hooker. 
~Cristian Machado

I think that as people and as humans, our social pattern is to always run
away from problems... as humans in general. 
~Cristian Machado

If you're pop and you don't talk about all the pretty things in life and
having sex, then you're not really pop. 
~Cristian Machado

Oil runs America and it's the sad reality. 
~Cristian Machado

I think President Bush is a moron! I think that the only reason he was
voted into office is because his family is a very founded political family
and they have a lot of power in the world. 
~Cristian Machado

The only people that deserve to be called Americans are Native
Americans, otherwise, I'm a Latino American, you know.... Anybody
else... well where did you come from? 
~Cristian Machado

It's the government's job to come in and help their citizens and guide
their citizens to a brighter future and unfortunately in America that's not
what's happening. 
~Cristian Machado
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